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Information the progress of my article at biotaxa
Dari: Mr agus susatya (satya1812@yahoo.com)
Kepada: agussusatya@gmail.com
Tanggal: Kamis, 13 April 2017 13.22 GMT+7
Dear Dr. Stefan Wanken,
I am the main author on Article, Rafflesia kemumu, new species Rafflesia (Rafflesiaceae) from the northern Bengkulu,
Indonesia, which was sent to biotaxa.   I sent to the biotaxa by January 8th, 2017.  Due to it is still in review stage
(#27979),  I am worry the package of article I sent to the biotaxa was not complete or that i did not provide enough 
information related to the article.  Therefore I would like ask to the progress of my article.
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Dari: Dr. Stefan Wanke (stefan.wanke@tu-dresden.de)
Kepada: satya1812@yahoo.com
Cc: Siti.Hidayati@mtsu.edu; dekiandriki3@gmail.com
Tanggal: Rabu, 26 April 2017 16.02 GMT+7
------------------------------------------------------
Reviewer B:
1) Is the manuscript within the scope of Phytotaxa? yes
2) Are the data original and not yet published elsewhere? yes
3) Is the title appropriate and concise? yes
4) Is the abstract (in any) representative of the content of the manuscript?
yes
5) Is the subject clearly and logically presented? yes
6) Are the interpretations justified? no
7) Has the Melbourne Code been correctly applied in nomenclature decisions?
not sure
8) Are the discussion and conclusions supported by the results? no
9) Is the literature cited appropriate and comprehensive? not entirely.
Cites unpublished documents
10) Are the tables and figures clear, all necessary, and well labeled? not
entirely.  See comments for detailed criticisms
11) Should some parts of the manuscript be modified, expanded, or omitted?
yes
12) Is the total length of the manuscript in keeping with its content? no.
Discussion of other Indonesian Rafflesia too lengthy
 
Specific comments (page and line numbers)
3-42.  “Of the 36 described species of Rafflesia ...”  Is the number
of species described the best to give (really, there would be many more than
36 if this were followed), or should it be the number of accepted species. 
Parasitic plant connection provides a modern concept of the genus where
31-32 species are shown.
3-42.  The references to Akhiriadi et al. (2010) and Susatya (2011) are not
primary literature.  The first is a report to the Rufford Foundation and
the second is a report (?) to the Ministry of Forestry in Indonesia.  There
are much better sources to cite for such information.
3-42.  “14 of them are found in Indonesia ...” There are 8-9 species of
Rafflesia from Indonesia (Java, Sumatra, Kalimantan on Borneo).
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3-43. “This figure is comparable to the number of species in the
Philippines”.  From my count, 13 species occur in the Philippines.
3-45.  You state that Meijer (1997) recorded seven species of Rafflesia
from Sumatra.  This is not true.  He did not recognize R. atjehensis as a
species but as a variety of R. arnoldii.
3-46.  R. hasseltii misspelled
3-51.  Do not use a plural form of Rafflesia (“Rafflesias”).
3-53.  “easily identified” should be easily distinguished
3-54.  Rafflesia hasseltii does not have large five warts per perigone
lobe. In some cases, the warts are coalesced so that it is actually
difficulty to determine what is one vs. two warts, etc.  I think the
authors got this statement from Nais (2001).
4-63.  Susatya (2007) Ph.D. dissertation is not primary literature. So it
is best to go with the Flora Malesiana treatement by Meijer and recognize R.
arnoldii var. atjehensis, not R. atjehensis.
4-72.  Akhriadi et al. 2010 is not primary literature.  Folks cannot
access this information!
4-75.  “pictures photographed by”  should just be “photographs”
4-76.  around a gold mine (not around gold mining)
4-80.  Sentence beginning However needs re-writing.
5-108. 12.63-10.38 cm.  Should this be 10-12? or is the 10 supposed to be
20?
5-109.  discontinued should be discontinuous (here and throughout ms.)
5-111.  Window(s).  Does this Rafflesia species actually have windows?
These are not mentioned in descriptions of R. gadutensis.  Are you
confusing these with the warts (blots) that occur on the diaphragm?
6-113 to 119.  There is lots of detail here about the blots.  I would like
to see these data, compared with R. gadutensis, in tabular form.
6-119.  Is the rim raised? The photos show it is, so this should be
mentioned.
6-125.  -0.64 mm.  I think you mean cm
7-140. “A specimen of the host was not collected”  Why not? It is
important to begin documenting the hosts of various Rafflesia species, not
to continue past practices.  See Pelser et al. (2016, Taxon 65:739-758) for
justification why this is so.
8-169 to 177.  This paragraph attempts to portray differences between R.
kemumu and R. gadutensis.  From the literature and observations of photos
of R. gadutensis, I do not find these convincing.  Here are my conclusions:
• Color of perigone lobes.  It is incorrect to characterize the R.
gadutensis perigone as red-maroon.  Various flowers can be seen on
PhytoImages here:
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http://www.phytoimages.siu.edu/cgi-bin/dol/dol_terminal.pl?taxon_name=Rafflesia_gadutensis&rank=binomial
From these one can see that the flower color is often more orangish,
essentially identical to your Fig. 1B and 1C.  Indeed, the flower is
sometimes more red-maroon, but there is likely some polymorphism in this
character among various populations.
• Pattern and size of warts.  To say that R. gadutensis does not show
smaller warts around the larger ones is misrepresenting the evidence in
photos as well as the description in Meijer (1997) and Nais (2001).
• Structure and number of processes.  The photos shown in Fig. 2 are
misleading. Fig. 2C gives the impression that the processes are truncate in
R. gadutensis. But look at this photo on PhytoImages:
http://www.phytoimages.siu.edu/imgs/paraman1/r/Rafflesiaceae_Rafflesia_gadutensis_23176.html
This clearly shows that some processes are truncate and some are pointed.
You give the number of processes for R. gadutensis as 17 (9-198) but Meijer
and Nais give a range of 17-30, which fully encompasses the number for your
new taxon (23).
• Structure and distribution of ramenta.  You give lots of detail about
the types of ramenta, their dimensions & distribution in the perigone tube,
etc. But you do not provide comparable information for R. gadutensis.  From
what I can determined, both of these taxa have the same types of ramenta.
Detailed information on the distribution of the various types is not
available for R. gadutensis.
8-174.  “Red-maroon is an uncommon color for perigone lobes among
Rafflesia, ...”  I am amazed by this statement.  From the photos on
Parasitic Plant Connection and PhytoImages, one can see that this color
occurs as the perigone background in R. arnoldii, R. hasseltii, R.
micropylorum, R. philippensis, R. pricei, R. schadenbergiana, R. speciosa,
and R. tuan-mudae.  So how can one make such as statement?
8-178.  The size of the warts are not all the same in R. gadutensis
8-178 to 9-204. This section makes comparisons to a number of other species
of Rafflesia and is mostly superfluous.  Data on R. gadutensis is again
misrepresented.
9-208.  “Furthermore, toadstool ramenta has [sic have] never been
reported in the upper part of the perigone tube of R. gadutensis.”  Let
me quote Meijer (1997, p. 24): “Between the ramenta on the inner side of
the perigone tube some scattered toadstool-like protruberances close to the
inside of the diaphragm, but with only 1-2 mm long stalks.” From my
interpretation, this directly contradicts these authors’ statement.
10-212.  “... the ramenta is similar ...” here and throughout the ms.
the authors misuse the term ramenta.  Ramentum is singular and ramenta is
plural (see Stearn’s Botanical Latin). Ramentae is not the plural form.
11, 12, 13.  Much discussion about ramenta and other species of
Rafflesia.  As mentioned above, this seems excessive.
13-305.  Astri, S.W.U, Sequoia M.S.R. and Magnolia G.R.S. What is the
format for these names and why does it differ from the previous names used?
Figure 3.  Unlike Figs. 1 and 2, the order of the Rafflesia species has
been switched. The two photos show different views and are thus not
equivalent. These do not allow the reader to easily compare the features
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being discussed.
Figure 4.  Why show these sections just in R. kemumu? It would be best to
also show R. gadutensis for comparison, with exactly the same sections,
photographed at the same angle, taken from the exactly equivalent portions
of the perigone tube.  For the illustration, the scale indicates mm but
shouldn’t it be cm?
------------------------------------------------------
Phytotaxa editorial/production team 
Managing Editor, Prof. Dr. Zhi-Qiang Zhang
Phytotaxa is the World's largest journal in systematic botany
biotaxa.org/Phytotaxa
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Possiblity of resubmitting of our manuscript "Rafflesia kemumu...."
Dari: Mr agus susatya (satya1812@yahoo.com)
Kepada: stefan.wanke@tu-dresden.de
Tanggal: Selasa, 2 Mei 2017 09.26 GMT+7
Dear Dr. Wanke,
 
Thank you for your reply and explanation as to why our manuscript was delayed.  It was indeed an unfortunate event
that the system has a problem.
 
Is it correct that our paper was only sent to one reviewer?  We only received comments from a ‘Reviewer B.’ 
 
While we agree with some of the changes as suggested by the reviewer, we would appreciate to be given the
opportunity to revise the paper and rebut other comments that we do not fully agree with.
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Re: Possiblity of resubmitting of our manuscript "Rafflesia kemumu...."
Dari: Wanke (stefan.wanke@tu-dresden.de)
Kepada: satya1812@yahoo.com
Tanggal: Selasa, 2 Mei 2017 16.17 GMT+7
Dear Agus Susatya
please feal free to resubmit a revised version including arebuttal letter.
It was only one reviewer and myself. I'd like to inform you that I will step down from the editorial board soon but will be
happy to handle your manuscript. Please send me an email when you resubmitted to make sure that it ends up on desk.
Best
Stefan
Am 02.05.2017 um 04:26 schrieb Mr agus susatya:
Dear Dr. Wanke,
 
Thank you for your reply and explanation as to why our manuscript was delayed.  It was indeed an unfortunate
event that the system has a problem.
 
Is it correct that our paper was only sent to one reviewer?  We only received comments from a ‘Reviewer B.’ 
 
While we agree with some of the changes as suggested by the reviewer, we would appreciate to be given the
opportunity to revise the paper and rebut other comments that we do not fully agree with.
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Stefan Wanke (Dipl.-Biol.) 
Privatdozent Dr. rer. nat. habil. 
Research Group Leader 
Technische Universität Dresden 
Fak. Mat. Nat. 
Institut für Botanik 
Lehrstuhl Botanik 
Zellescher Weg 20b 
D-01062 Dresden 
Germany 
Tel: **49 (0)  351 463 34281 (office) 
Fax:  **49 (0)  351 463 37032 (office) 
Email:  stefan.wanke@tu-dresden.de
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Reviewer B: 2 
 3 
1) Is the manuscript within the scope of Phytotaxa? yes 4 
 5 
2) Are the data original and not yet published elsewhere? yes 6 
 7 
3) Is the title appropriate and concise? yes 8 
 9 
4) Is the abstract (in any) representative of the content of the manuscript? 10 
yes 11 
 12 
5) Is the subject clearly and logically presented? yes 13 
 14 
6) Are the interpretations justified? no 15 
 16 
7) Has the Melbourne Code been correctly applied in nomenclature decisions? 17 
not sure 18 
 19 
8) Are the discussion and conclusions supported by the results? no 20 
 21 
9) Is the literature cited appropriate and comprehensive? not entirely. 22 
Cites unpublished documents. 23 
 24 
 Added new articles. 25 
 26 
10) Are the tables and figures clear, all necessary, and well labeled? not 27 
entirely.  See comments for detailed criticisms 28 
 29 
corrected and added a new figure 30 
 31 





12) Is the total length of the manuscript in keeping with its content? no. 37 
Discussion of other Indonesian Rafflesia too lengthy. 38 
 39 
Rewrite  40 
 41 
  42 
Specific comments (page and line numbers) 43 
 44 
3-42.  “Of the 36 described species of Rafflesia ...”  Is the number 45 
of species described the best to give (really, there would be many more than 46 
36 if this were followed), or should it be the number of accepted species.  47 
Parasitic plant connection provides a modern concept of the genus where 48 




3-42.  The references to Akhiriadi et al. (2010) and Susatya (2011) are not 53 
primary literature.  The first is a report to the Rufford Foundation and 54 
the second is a report (?) to the Ministry of Forestry in Indonesia.   55 
 56 
Only five published articles on R. gadutensis.  Meijer (1984, 1997), Nais (2001), Akriadi et al. (2010),  57 
Mahyuni et al. (2015).  We changed and used Akhiriadi et al (2010) as a supporting article.   58 
 59 
Susatya (2011) are the most comprehensive book on Indonesian Rafflesia discussing on morphology. 60 
Taxonomy, ecology and conservation of Indonesian Rafflesia.   It was published in Indonesian by The 61 
Ministry of Forestry, and was intended to educate  Indonesian college students.  It contained all the 62 
results of my research on Rafflesia since 1998.. 63 
 64 
 65 
3-42.  “14 of them are found in Indonesia ...” There are 8-9 species of 66 
Rafflesia from Indonesia (Java, Sumatra, Kalimantan on Borneo). 67 
 68 
Meijer (1997) 13.  69 
Notes - 1. Beccari and Solms-Laubach did not have a sharp concept of this entity. Beccari himself [Nuovo Giorn. Bot. Ital. 70 
7 (1875) 70-75] reduced his species to R. arnoldii Brown but later on left it to Solms-Laubach (l.c. 1891) to revive it, mainly 71 
based on the smaller size of the flowers and fewer blots across the perigone lobes. 72 
2. Coomans de Ruiter collected Rafflesia in SW Borneo, later in Bogor identified as R. tuan-mudae, but the flowers 73 
illustrated by him are good matches of R. arnoldii. However, the smaller form described by Beccari was later also found on 74 
Mt Rara by Dr. J. Mogea (BO) and Dr. W. J. J. 0. de Wilde (L). So it now appears to be a form restricted to three isolated 75 
mountains. As a widespread species R. arnoldii has greater variability in size and form than some species with smaller areas. 76 
1. R. arnoldii, 2. Patma, 3 Rochussenii, 4. Hasseltii, 5. Zollengeriana, 6. Gadutensis, 7. micropylora, 77 
8. Pricei, 9. Bengkuluensis, 10. Meijerii, 11. lawangensis, 12. tuan-mudae, 13. Zollengeriana, 14. 78 
Atjehensis.  There were some discussions whether the last tree species treated as distinct species or 79 
not.  R. Tuan-mudae found also in Bukit Baka Bukit Raya, central Kalimantan or Central borneo 80 
(indonesia) .   Coomans de Ruiter, Solms-Laubach, Beccari (see Meijer 1997), and also Wringklers (--81 
-) have long discussion on this species.  The first two people treat as distinct species, while Beccari 82 
and Wringklers sometimes treat as distinct species, and then were doubt, and put it as a variant of 83 
Arnoldii.  Meijer considered it as variant of arnoldii, but Nais (2001) treated as distinct species.   84 
Zollengeriana was put as a variant of patma, but argued by Hidayati et al (2001), Zuhud  et al (1998),  85 
and Susatya 2007, 2011, 2017.  Atjehensis was once reported at Locop, Aceh,  considered a variant of 86 
arnoldii by Meijer (1997), however, based on its ramenta,  susatya et al  (2017),  we considered as 87 
distinct species. Susatya et al (2017) showed that it has tuberculate ramenta, while arnoldii has 88 
filliform ramenta.  With regard to species at Peninsular Malaysia, Borneo, Sumatra and Java, ramenta 89 




3-43. “This figure is comparable to the number of species in the 94 
Philippines”.  From my count, 13 species occur in the Philippines. 95 
 96 
See above explanation 97 
 98 
 99 
3-45.  You state that Meijer (1997) recorded seven species of Rafflesia 100 
from Sumatra.  This is not true.  He did not recognize R. atjehensis as a 101 

















3-54.  Rafflesia hasseltii does not have large five warts per perigone 119 
lobe. In some cases, the warts are coalesced so that it is actually 120 
difficulty to determine what is one vs. two warts, etc.  I think the 121 
authors got this statement from Nais (2001). 122 
 123 
But see Meijer (1984 and 1997).  Key to species: “white warts across the base of perigone lobes very 124 
large, 4-5 only”. 125 
 126 
4-63.  Susatya (2007) Ph.D. dissertation is not primary literature. So it 127 
is best to go with the Flora Malesiana treatement by Meijer and recognize R. 128 




4-72.  Akhriadi et al. 2010 is not primary literature.  Folks cannot 133 
access this information! 134 
  135 
You can download it from google 136 
 137 












5-108. 12.63-10.38 cm.  Should this be 10-12? or is the 10 supposed to be 150 
20? 151 
 152 
10-38-12.63 cm 153 
 154 




5-111.  Window(s).  Does this Rafflesia species actually have windows? 159 
These are not mentioned in descriptions of R. gadutensis.  Are you 160 
confusing these with the warts (blots) that occur on the diaphragm? 161 
 162 
Both warts and windows are clearly described. 163 
 164 
Warts are absent at the upper surface diaphragma, and windows have been clearly described. 165 
 166 
 167 
6-113 to 119.  There is lots of detail here about the blots.  I would like 168 
to see these data, compared with R. gadutensis, in tabular form. 169 
 170 
We compared blot arrangement  of the windows for both species. R. gadutensis has blots merged at 171 
two concentric rings close to diaphragma opening, meanwhile R.  keemumu has blots sircular and 172 
distant to each other   173 
 174 




6-125.  -0.64 mm.  I think you mean cm 179 
  180 
Corrected 181 
 182 
7-140. “I  specimen of the host was not collected”  Why not? It is 183 
important to begin documenting the hosts of various Rafflesia species, not 184 
to continue past practices.  See Pelser et al. (2016, Taxon 65:739-758) for 185 
justification why this is so. 186 
 187 
 Added  with collection of specimen;  Tetrastigma pedunculare (Wall ex Lawson) Planch 188 
 189 
8-169 to 177.  This paragraph attempts to portray differences between R. 190 
kemumu and R. gadutensis.  From the literature and observations of photos 191 
of R. gadutensis, I do not find these convincing.  Here are my conclusions: 192 
 193 
• Color of perigone lobes.  It is incorrect to characterize the R. 194 
gadutensis perigone as red-maroon.  Various flowers can be seen on 195 





From these one can see that the flower color is often more orangish, 201 
essentially identical to your Fig. 1B and 1C.  Indeed, the flower is 202 
sometimes more red-maroon, but there is likely some polymorphism in this 203 
character among various populations. 204 
 205 
We agree that this may not be the main difference of the morphology of the  perigone lobes for both 206 
species. Instead we considered the number and the color and size of large wart on the perigone lobes 207 
becomes distinguished characters between  both species.  208 
 209 
 210 
• Pattern and size of warts.  To say that R. gadutensis does not show 211 
smaller warts around the larger ones is misrepresenting the evidence in 212 
photos as well as the description in Meijer (1997) and Nais (2001). 213 
 214 
Corrected  and added more detail information on the small warts of R. kemumu. 215 
 216 
• Structure and number of processes.  The photos shown in Fig. 2 are 217 
misleading. Fig. 2C gives the impression that the processes are truncate in 218 




This clearly shows that some processes are truncate and some are pointed. 223 
 224 
 225 
You give the number of processes for R. gadutensis as 17 (9-198) but Meijer 226 
and Nais give a range of 17-30, which fully encompasses the number for your 227 
new taxon (23).   228 
 229 
Agree.  We used the foto by Prof Kamarudin and supported published data by Mahyuni et al (2015) to 230 
compare the processes arrangements of both species.   There are no any detailed description on the 231 
structure and arrangement of processses,  only Mahyuni et al (2015) provide such detailed 232 
informations.  Even, Meijer (1984, 1997) did not describe the processes of R. gadutensis. We think 233 
that it is very important to compare to processes of both species. 234 
 235 
• Structure and distribution of ramenta.  You give lots of detail about 236 
the types of ramenta, their dimensions & distribution in the perigone tube, 237 
etc. But you do not provide comparable information for R. gadutensis.  From 238 
what I can determined, both of these taxa have the same types of ramenta. 239 
Detailed information on the distribution of the various types is not 240 
available for R. gadutensis. 241 
 242 







8-174.  “Red-maroon is an uncommon color for perigone lobes among 250 
Rafflesia, ...”  I am amazed by this statement.  From the photos on 251 
Parasitic Plant Connection and PhytoImages, one can see that this color 252 
occurs as the perigone background in R. arnoldii, R. hasseltii, R. 253 
micropylorum, R. philippensis, R. pricei, R. schadenbergiana, R. speciosa, 254 








8-178 to 9-204. This section makes comparisons to a number of other species 263 





9-208.  “Furthermore, toadstool ramenta has [sic have] never been 269 
reported in the upper part of the perigone tube of R. gadutensis.”  Let 270 
me quote Meijer (1997, p. 24): “Between the ramenta on the inner side of 271 
the perigone tube some scattered toadstool-like protruberances close to the 272 
inside of the diaphragm, but with only 1-2 mm long stalks.” From my 273 
interpretation, this directly contradicts these authors’ statement. 274 
 275 
Rewrite, we interprete differently based on Meijer (1984, 1996), Mahyuni et al. (2015), Susatya et al 276 
(2017). Detailed argument are at revised article 277 
 278 
10-212.  “... the ramenta is similar ...” here and throughout the ms. 279 
the authors misuse the term ramenta.  Ramentum is singular and ramenta is 280 




11, 12, 13.  Much discussion about ramenta and other species of 285 




13-305.  Astri, S.W.U, Sequoia M.S.R. and Magnolia G.R.S. What is the 290 
format for these names and why does it differ from the previous names used? 291 
 292 







Figure 3.  Unlike Figs. 1 and 2, the order of the Rafflesia species has 300 
been switched. The two photos show different views and are thus not 301 
equivalent. These do not allow the reader to easily compare the features 302 




Figure 4.  Why show these sections just in R. kemumu? It would be best to 307 
also show R. gadutensis for comparison, with exactly the same sections, 308 
photographed at the same angle, taken from the exactly equivalent portions 309 
of the perigone tube.  For the illustration, the scale indicates mm but 310 
shouldn’t it be cm? 311 
corrected 312 
Scale cm 313 
------------------------------------------------------ 314 
Phytotaxa editorial/production team  315 
Managing Editor, Prof. Dr. Zhi-Qiang Zhang 316 
 317 
Phytotaxa is the World's largest journal in systematic botany 318 
biotaxa.org/Phytotaxa 319 
Balas Balas ke Semua Teruskan Lebih lanjut  320 
Klik kepada Balas, Balas Semua atau Teruskan  
 321 
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revised article on Rafflesia kemumu and a response to reviewer B (a rebuttal)
Dari: Mr agus susatya (satya1812@yahoo.com)
Kepada: stefan.wanke@tu-dresden.de
Tanggal: Rabu, 5 Juli 2017 10.15 GMT+7
Responses to Reviewer B.pdf
33.2kB
Revised Article Rafflesia kemumu new species 1.pdf
633.2kB
Dear Dr. Stefan Wanke
I just upload my revised article on the new species of  Rafflesia kemumu and a response letter to reviewer B ( a rebuttal
letter) throught on line process of phytotaxa.   I am sorry for being little bit late due to further collect information from new
Rafflesia  to flower, which occured at past early june.






Note: attacthed files are uploaded revised article and rebuttal letter
Rafflesia kemumu, a new species of Rafflesia (Rafflesiaceae) from Northern Bengkulu,1
Sumatra, Indonesia2
3
AGUS SUSATYA1, SITI NUR HIDAYATI2,  SEPTIAN RIKI34
1Department of Forestry, Universitas Bengkulu, Jl. WR Supratman, Kandang Limun5
Bengkulu, Indonesia 38371. E-mail: satya1812@yahoo.com6
2Department of Biology, Middle Tennessee State University, Murfreesboro, Tennessee 37130,7
USA. E-mail: Siti.Hidayati@mtsu.edu8






Rafflesia kemumu is a new species described from Northern Bengkulu in Sumatra, Indonesia.14
The species resembles R. gadutensis in size of the open flower, but differs from it with regard15
to the color and wart ornamentation on the upper surface of the perigone lobes, color and16
presence/absence of warts on the upper surface of the diaphragm, blots pattern on the two17
concentric rings of windows near the diaphragm opening, types and distribution of ramenta,18
number and shapes of processes, and number of anthers. The new species has orange to dark19
orange perigone lobes with two sizes of warts, in which smaller warts are often merged, and20
surround larger ones, and 23 slender, conical processes with rounded apex, arranged in two21
concentric rings (15 and 7 processes each) and a single process in the center of the disc.22
Rafflesia kemumu has no warts at its upper surface of diaphragm, simple and compound23
toadstool ramenta on its upper perigone tube and the lower part of the lower surface of its24




Rafflesia kemumu adalah jenis baru dari Bengkulu Utara di Sumatra, Indonesia. Spesies ini29
mirip dengan R. gadutensis dalam ukuran bunga saat mekar, tetapi berbeda warna dan tidak30
ada bintik di diaphragma bagian atas,  susunan bintik pada  dua lingkaran di windows dekat31
bukaan diaphragma,  tipe dan penyebaran ramentanya, dan jumlah anther. Jenis ini32
mempunyai lobus perigon berwarna oranye sampai oranye gelap disertai dua ukuran bintil,33
dimana bintil ukuran kecil mengelilingi bintil besar, dan 23 prosesi yang berbentuk kerucut34
dengan ujung yang membulat, tersusun dalam dua lingkaran masing-masing 15 dan 7, serta35
satu prosesi di tengah cakram. Rafflesia kemumu mempunyai dua tipe toadstool ramenta36
yaitu  toadstool sederhana dan majemuk di bagian atas tabung perigone, dan ramenta seperti37
3
brokoli yang tersebar dari bagian bawah dinding perigon sampai hampir ke bagian ujung38
atasnya.39
40




Species of Rafflesia (Rafflesiaceae) are holoparasitic plants without leaves and true roots, in44
which species of Tetrasigma (Vitaceae) serve as the host.  The species occur at the western45
region of Wallace's Line in Southeast Asia: from Thailand to Indonesia and the Philippines.46
Of the about 30 described species of Rafflesia worldwide (Sofiyanti et al. 2016, Hidayati &47
Walck 2017), 14 of them are found in Indonesia (Susatya 2011).  This figure is comparable to48
the number of species in the Philippines (Galindon et al. 2016). Meijer (1997) recorded six49
taxa of Rafflesia on the island of Sumatra, Indonesia: R. arnoldii R.Br., R. arnoldii var.50
atjehensis (Koord.) Meijer, R. gadutensis Meijer, R. hasseltii Suringar, R. micropylora51
Meijer, R. patma Blume, and R. rochussenii Teijsm. & Binn.  Since 1997, three additional52
species have been described from Sumatra: R. bengkuluensis Susatya, Arianto & Mat-Salleh53
(Susatya et al. 2005), R. lawangensis Mat-Salleh, Mahyuni & Susatya (Mat-Salleh et al.54
2010), and R. meijerii Wiriadinata & Sari (Wiriadinata & Sari 2010).55
Sumatran species of Rafflesia mainly occur along the Bukit Barisan Mountain Range,56
from Aceh in the northwestern portion of Sumatra to Lampung in the southeastern tip of57
Sumatra. R. hasseltii, R. micropylora, R. rochussenii, and R. meijerii are easily distinguished58
from the other Sumatran Rafflesia because of their very distinctive features: five large whitish59
warts on the red maroon perigone lobes of R. hasseltii, the very small diaphragm opening of60
R. micropylora and the absence of processes on discs of R. rochussenii (Meijer 1997) and R.61
meijerii (Wiriadinata & Sari 2010) . The last two species are further distinguished by the62
presence of lamella structures on the column of R. meijerii (Wiriadinata & Sari 2010) and the63
absence of such structures on R. rochussenii (Meijer 1997). The other Sumatran Rafflesia64
closely resemble each other and have been misidentified as R. arnoldii in the past; a few of65
these entities have been named as new species (Meijer 1997, Susatya et al. 2005, Mat-Salleh66
et al. 2010). Another taxon, R. atjehensis, was treated as a variant of R. arnoldii (Meijer67
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1997), but was considered distinct by Susatya et al. (2017) because of differences in the type68
of ramenta.69
The most frequent reports on flowering Rafflesia in Indonesia come from Bengkulu,70
Sumatra, a place where the holotype of the first species of Rafflesia was collected and71
described by Robert Brown in 1821 (Meijer 1997) and where R. arnoldii, R. bengkuluensis,72
R. gadutensis, and R. hasseltii are also located. Rafflesia gadutensis and R. bengkuluensis73
were considered as R. arnoldii until they were respectively described as new species in 198474
(Meijer 1984) and 2005 (Susatya et al. 2005). Rafflesia gadutensis is found in West75
Sumatra: around the Gunung Gadut area (Meijer 1984, 1997) and at the Moh. Hatta Forest76
Garden (Akhriadi et al. 2010). Furthermore, a team from the Indonesian Institute of Science77
recently found this species at Mursala, a small island near Sibolga, on the western coast of78
North Sumatra (Mahyuni et al. 2015).79
The presence of R. gadutensis in Bengkulu was evidenced in a photograph by80
Schaefer in 1934 at a remote location around a gold and silver mine in Northern Bengkulu81
(Meijer 1997). Zuhud et al. (1998) and Susatya (2007, 2011) further reported flowering82
Rafflesia at Palak Siring region in Northern Bengkulu as R. arnoldii, until it was considered83
as R. gadutensis by a group of participants of the International Symposium on Indonesian84
Giant Flowers of Rafflesia and Amorphophallus in 2015, when they visited the site.85
However, further visits to Palak Siring along with the collection of detailed photographs and86
of flowering specimens of this Rafflesia have shown that its characteristics differ from R.87
gadutensis and other described species in the genus. As a result of this research, we propose88






Rafflesia kemumu Susatya, Hidayati & Riki, spec. nov. (FIGS. 1B, 1D, 2B, 2D, 3B, 4, 5B,94
5D)95
Rafflesia kemumu has orange to dark orange perigone lobes and two sizes of warts on the96
lobes, in which smaller warts are often merged and surround larger ones.  The warts97
are absent on the upper surface of the diaphragm. Windows consist of four rings of98
white blots. The two rings near the diaphragm opening are arranged by circular blots99
which are distant from each other. Twenty-three processes are present in two100
concentric rings and a single process occurs in the center of the disc.  Simple and101
compound toadstool ramenta are found on both the upper part of the perigone tube102
and the lower part of the lower surface of diaphragm, while broccoli-like ramenta103
occur from the base to near the upper part of the tube. Anthers 26.104
105
Type:—INDONESIA: Sumatra, Bengkulu, Northern Bengkulu, Palak Siring Forest,106
3°25′25.5″ S, 102°15′45.7″ E, 10 November 2016, A. Susatya 1 (male flower), A.107
Susatya 2 (female flower with fruit) (holotype, Herbarium Universitas Bengkulu,108
HUB!).109
Holoparasite: Male flower fully opened ca. 38.50–43.80 cm, Perigone lobe 5, 10.39–12.59110
cm long, 14.52–18.58 cm wide, orange to dark orange colors. Wart two sizes, whitish111
orange, small wart ca. 0.22–0.35 cm surrounding large wart, large wart, ca. 0.68–1.00 cm, 7–112
9, across the median of perigone lobes, large warts becoming smaller, and more distant to113
each other toward to the tip of the perigone lobe, and sometimes merged in the middle of the114
perigone lobe, small warts often merged to form long rectangular shapes, ca. 0.22 by115
0.70‒1.50 cm (FIG. 1B, D). Perigone tube 13.80–14.20 cm high, lighter orange color than116
that of the perigone lobe. Diaphragm ca. 10.38–12.63 cm, opening ca. 5.09–7.47 cm, the117
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upper surface of diaphragm similar color with that of the perigone lobe, orange to dark118
orange, warts absent, 4 discontinuous rings of circular depressions lighter in color than their119
backgrounds (FIGS. 1B, 2B). The lower face of the diaphragm, dark orange, becoming very120
dark orange in the region just before the tip of the opening. Windows 4 discontinuous rings of121
whitish orange blots, blots more distant to each other toward to the opening of the diaphragm,122
the first ring consisting of compound toadstool ramenta of 0.65–0.82 cm and close to each123
other in a region near the tip of the perigone tube, the second ring consisting of toadstool124
ramenta of 0.64–0.81 cm and 0.48–0.53 cm distant to each other, the third ring with circular125
blots of 0.62–0.89 cm and 0.52–0.82 cm distant to each other, the outer ring with circular126
blots of 0.16–0.20 cm wide and 0.48–1.04 cm long, 1.13–1.75 cm spaced apart to each other127
(FIG. 2D). Disc ca. 7.96–8.38 cm in diameter, orange, lighter color than that of the perigone128
lobe, Disc rim 1.80 cm, raised, dark orange at the tip and becoming lighter toward its base.129
Ramenta simple broccoli-like ramenta, 0.51–0.64 cm high, ca. 0.11 cm apex, sparsely130
occupied from the base to middle of the perigone tube; branched broccoli-like ramenta, 0.78–131
0.83 cm, very rare, only at the mid-zone of the perigone tube; regular broccoli-like ramenta,132
0.76–0.83 cm, more numerous, distributed from near the base up to near the top of the133
diaphragm; simple and compound toadstool ramenta at the upper part of the perigone tube134
(FIG. 4). Processes 23, conical with rounded apex, dark orange at its apex and becoming135
lighter orange towards its base, two concentric rings and a single process in the center of the136
disc, the outer ring with 15 processes, 1.29–1.39 cm high, 0.62–0.81 cm wide at base, 0.13–137
0.38 cm at the its apex, the second ring with 7 processes, 1.54–1.84 cm long, 0.76–1.54 cm138
wide at the base, 0.11–0.21 cm at the tip, the center with 1.26 cm high, 0.94 cm at the base,139
0.22 cm at the its apex (FIG. 5B, D). Central column 3.10 cm high, 5.30 cm wide at the base.140
Male flower 26 anthers within pollen sacs of ca. 0.80–0.90 cm, grooves running down from141
their corresponding pollen sacs to interior annulus, grooves 0.80–0.90 cm wide at the top and142
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0.40–0.50 cm at the base near the annulus interior. Female flower grooves replaced by lines143
stretching from the lower disc to the annulus interior. Annulus interior 0.44 cm high, exterior144
0.24 cm high.145
Etymology:—The specific epithet is named after a village near the location where the146
holotype specimen was collected, Kemumu. The people of Kemumu rely on the continuity of147
a water supply from the Palak Siring watershed for their rice fields.148
Distribution and Habitat:—Rafflesia kemumu is a holoparastic plant with149
Tetrastigma pedunculare (Wall ex Lawson) Planch. as its host (herbarium specimen, Gin-2,150
Herbarium Universitas Bengkulu, HUB!). The holotype was collected from the Palak Siring151
area, which is considered a lowland rain forest and also as a part of the Bukit Daun Protection152
Forest. Common forest trees where the holotype was collected included: Microcos laurifolia153
(Hook.f. ex Mast.) Burret (Tiliaceae), Elateriospernum tapos Blume (Euphorbiaceae),154
Rinorea anguifera (Lour.) Kuntze (Violaceae), Villebrunea rubescens Blume (Urticaceae),155
Macaranga triloba (Blume) Mull. Arg. (Euphorbiaceae), and Ficus ribes Reinw. ex Blume156
(Moraceae). Four populations of R. kemumu occur in the Palak Siring area consisting of157
212 flower buds per population. The species also is reported to occur at Kuro Tidur area,158
also part of the Bukit Daun Protection Forest, and at Ipuh. Kuro Tidur area and Ipuh are ca.159
40 and 150 km, respectively, northwest of the Palak Siring area. The Ipuh record should be160
further examined whether it is R. gadutensis or R. kemumu, since Ipuh is close to the former161
gold mine in Northern Bengkulu, where Meijer identified a photograph by Schaefer in 1934162
as R. gadutensis (Meijer 1997).163
Phenology:—Rafflesia kemumu flowered during any month of year, regardless of the164
season.  However, flowering occurred more frequently from August to November than during165
other months and it rarely occurred in December.166
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Conservation:— Nais (2001) categorized all Indonesian species of Rafflesia as167
Vulnerable (VU), but Susatya (2011) recognized them as Critically Endangered (CR), except168
for R. arnoldii (as VU) and R. pricei Meijer (as Least Concern, LC), due to their low169
population size, high mortality, and limited geographical distributions.  We classify R.170
kemumu as CR based on these criteria. The Palak Siring area is a famous tourism destination171
for Northern Bengkulu. Of the four known populations of R. kemumu, one is very close to a172
trail within the Palak Siring Forest and is heavily visited and severely impacted from173




Rafflesia kemumu has long been considered as R. arnoldii because of the similarity of178
perigone color as well as the wart ornamentation on the upper surface of the perigone lobes.179
However, R. kemumu is smaller than that of R. arnoldii, and more resembles R. gadutensis at180
a glance, since the size of the fully opened flower overlaps (3844 vs. 4046 cm,181
respectively). Key differences between R. kemumu and R. gadutensis are color of the182
perigone lobes; pattern, size, number, and color of warts on the upper surface of the perigone183
lobes; color and wart presence/absence on the upper surface of the diaphragm; the blot184
arrangement the two concentric rings of the windows closest to the diaphragm opening; types185
and distribution of ramenta; number and shapes of processes; and number of anthers (Table186
1).187
The color of the upper surfaces of the perigone lobes and diaphragm of R. gadutensis188
was not described by Meijer (1984, 1997).  Akhriadi et al. (2010) and Mahyuni et al. (2015)189
defined the color of the upper surface of the perigone lobes of R. gadutensis as pinkish to190
bright red and pale maroon red, respectively.  We considered that the pinkish red is similar to191
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maroon red. In contrast, the perigone lobes of R. kemumu are orange to dark orange (FIG.192
1B). The perigone lobes of other Rafflesia species are usually orange and dark orange to193
brown (Meijer 1984, 1997, Nais 2001, Barcelona et al. 2009, Susatya 2011).  Red maroon194
perigone lobes are found in R. hasseltii (Susatya 2011) of Indonesia, R. cantleyi (Meijer195
1997) and R. azlanii of Peninsular Malaysia (Latiff & Wong 2004), R. leonardi Barcelona &196
Pelser (Barcelona et al. 2008), and R. schadenbergiana Göpp. ex Hieron (Barcelona et al.197
2009) of the Phillipines.198
The large warts on the upper perigone lobes of R. gadutensis are surrounded by small199
warts (Meijer 1997). R. kemumu has also two distinctive sizes of warts, in which small warts200
surround large ones.   The difference between two species is the small warts of R. kemumu201
are often merged to form long rectangular shapes (FIG. 1B, 1D). This pattern of large warts202
being surrounded by small warts is also seen in R. arnoldii (Meijer 1997, Susatya 2007), R.203
mira Fernando & Ong (Fernando & Ong 2005), and R. leonardi (Barcelona et al. 2008,204
2009). However, these species differ from R. kemumu by flower size: either being larger than205
R. kemumu (70‒100 cm or 45‒60 cm for R. arnoldii and R. mira, respectively) or smaller206
(25‒34 cm for R. leonardi) (Susatya 2007, Barcelona et al. 2009). The size of the large warts207
of R. kemumu (0.68‒1.00 cm) is smaller than that of R. gadutensis (1.00‒2.00 cm) (Meijer208
1984, 1997). While R. kemumu averages seven large warts with a maximum of nine warts209
across the middle of the perigone lobes, R. gadutensis has 10‒12 large warts (Meijer 1984,210
1997). Furthermore, The color of warts on the perigone lobes of R. gadutensis was described211
as whitish-pinkish (Meijer 1997), while that of R. kemumu is whitish-orange.212
The upper surface of the diaphragm for R. gadutensis is pinkish red with 30 rows of213
circular light pinkish red warts with red margins (Meijer 1997) (FIG. 2A). In contrast, the214
diaphragm for R. kemumu is light orange and warts are absent. Moreover, the upper surface215
of the diaphragm for R. kemumu has 3‒4 concentric rings of circular depressions with slightly216
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lighter colors than their orange backgrounds (FIG. 2B). Among Sumatran Rafflesia, the217
absence of warts on the upper surface of the diaphragm is only reported in R. lawangensis218
(Mat-Salleh et al. 2010).219
Meijer (1984, 1997) reported that R. gadutensis has windows with five concentric220
rings of white blots on the lower surface of its diaphragm. Of the five concentric rings, the221
two rings closest to the diaphragm opening are arranged by merged or long rectangular warts222
of 0.20‒2.00 cm (Mahyuni et al. 2015) (FIG. 2C). Similar long or rectangular blots at the223
same area are also reported for R. hasseltii, R. keithii, R. pricei (Meijer 1997), R. cantleyi and224
R. azlanii (Sofiyanti et al. 2007). In contrast, the two concentric rings closest to the225
diaphragm opening of R. kemumu are arranged by circular white blots which are never226
merged and are distant to each other (FIG. 2D).  This type of arrangement was also similar to227
that of R. arnoldii, R. kerrii, R. micropylora (Meijer 1997), and R. bengkuluensis (Susatya et228
al. 2005).229
Meijer (1997) described the ramenta on the lower surface of the diaphragm close to230
the perigone tube of R. gadutensis as "toadstool-like protuberances" with "only 1-2 mm long231
stalks." Susatya et al. (2017) categorized this type of ramenta as compound toadstool.232
Although Meijer (1997) did not clearly indicate the location of these toadstool ramenta, he233
states that the "Perigone tube … covered at the inside with … ramenta which … have swollen234
heads [= swollen apex ramenta of Susatya et al. (2017)] … a few branched or lobed ones near235
the diaphragm. Between the ramenta on the inner side of the perigone tube some …236
toadstool-like protuberances close to the inside of the diaphragm …." If Meijer (1997) saw237
toadstool ramenta in the upper perigone tube, we believe he would have clearly mentioned it.238
Thus, we interpreted that Meijer’s statement likely referred to the location at the boundary239
between the perigone tube and diaphragm and not at the upper part of the perigone tube. Our240
interpretation is matched by the illustration in Mahyuni et al. (2015) showing branched241
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ramenta, not toadstool, on the upper part of the perigone tube. Susatya et al. (2017) also242
found compound toadstool ramenta only in the lower part of the diaphragm. Thus, we243
conclude that toadstool ramenta are not found on the upper perigone tube of R. gadutensis244
(FIG. 3A).245
We found two types of toadstool ramenta in R. kemumu: simple and compound (see246
Susatya et al. 2017 for description of these variations in toadstool ramenta). The compound247
toadstools of R. kemumu were prevalent on both the upper part of the inside of the upper248
perigone tube and the lower part of the lower surface of diaphragm, while simple toadstool249
ramenta were located at the lower part of the upper perigone tube. Rafflesia kemumu has the250
other types of ramenta, which were not described by Susatya et al. (2017) and resemble251
broccoli; thus, we called them broccoli-like ramenta. In contrast to toadstool ramenta that252
have white or whitish orange apices, the apex and stalks of broccoli-like ramenta have the253
same color of dark orange. We observed three variations in the broccoli-like ramenta. First,254
simple broccoli-like ramenta were short (0.510.64 cm high) with 0.11 cm wide apex and255
occurred sparsely from the base to the middle part of the perigone tube (FIG. 4). Second,256
branched broccoli-like ramenta, 0.780.83 mm high with 0.33 mm wide apex, were very rare257
and generally occurred only at the middle part of the perigone tube. Third, regular broccoli-258
like ramenta, 0.760.83 cm high with 0.60 cm wide apex, were more numerous than the other259
broccoli-like ramenta, and were found from near the base up to near the top of the perigone260
tube (FIG. 4).261
Swollen apex ramenta additionally are found in R. gadutensis (Meijer 1997, Susatya262
et al. 2017). The only other species of Rafflesia in Sumatra with toadstool and swollen apex263
ramenta is R. hasseltii (Susatya et al. 2017). Along with R. kemumu, R. hasseltii has simple264
and compound toadstool ramenta on the upper perigone tube. The simple toadstool ramenta265
of R. hasseltii are at least 10 mm high (Susatya et al. 2017), while those of R. kemumu never266
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reach 10 mm. Rafflesia hasseltii is easily distinguished from the other two species by wart267
number and size: its five large warts measure 3.00 x 5.00 cm to 1.00 x 10.00 cm on the268
perigone lobes (Meijer 1997), while the 1012 warts of R. gadutensis are 1.002.00 cm269
(Meijer 1997) and the 79 warts of R. kemumu are 0.681.00 cm.270
Meijer (1984) recorded that the number of processes in R. gadutensis ranged from 17271
to 30. These processes are arranged in two (or three) rings with 14 or 15 in the outer ring and272
four or five in the central ring (Mahyuni et al. 2015) or with ten in the outer ring and seven in273
the inner ring (FIG. 5A, C). On the other hand, R. kemumu has 23 processes arranged in two274
rings with a single process in the center of the disc. The outer and inner rings of this species275
have 15 and seven processes, respectively (FIG. 5B, D). The processes of R. gadutensis are276
flat and conical shaped with a truncate apex (FIG. 5C). This shape is also found in other277
Sumatran species, such as R. bengkuluensis, R. hasseltii, R. lawangensis and R. patma278
(Meijer 1997, Susatya et al. 2005, Mat-Salleh et al. 2010). In contrast, the processes of R.279
kemumu are slender and conical with a rounded apex (FIG. 5B, D). The morphology of the280
processes of R. kemumu are similar to that in R. arnoldii of Indonesia (Susatya 2007), R.281
mira, R. schadenbergiana, R. beletei Barcelona & Cajano (Barcelona et al. 2006), and R.282
leonardi (Barcelona et al. 2009) of the Philippines. While the flowers of the first three283
species are larger, those of the last two species are smaller than the flower of R. kemumu.284
285
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Table 1.  Key differences between Rafflesia gadutensis and the proposed new species R.350
kemumu351
Character R. gadutensis* R. kemumu
Color of upper surface of
perigone lobes
Maroon red Orange to dark orange
Warts on upper surface of
perigone lobes
Large warts (1.0-2.0 cm)
surrounded by small warts,
which are rarely merged,
10‒12 large warts across the
median of perigone lobe,
whitish-pinkish
Large warts (0.68-1.0 cm)
commonly surrounded by
small warts, which are often
merged and form long
rectangular shapes, average 7
large warts across the median
of perigone lobe, whitish-
orange
Upper surface of diaphragm Pinkish red, warts present Light orange, warts absent,
rings of circular depressions
present
Windows Five concentric serries, two
serries closest the diaphragm
opening very often consist of
merged or long rectangular
blots
Four serries, two serries
closest to the opening consist
of circular blots, distant to
each other
Ramenta types Compound toadstool and
swollen apex; toadstool absent
in upper part of perigone tube
Simple and compound
toadstools,  broccoli-like;
toadstool present in upper part
of perigone tube
Processes Arranged in 2 (or 3) rings (14-
15 or 10 in outer, 4-5 or 7 in
inner), flat with truncate apex
Arranged in 2 rings (15 in
outer, 7 in inner) with a single
one in disc center, slender and
conical with rounded apex
Number of anthers 30 26
352
* Information from Meijer (1984, 1997), Mahyuni et al. (2015), and Susatya et al. (2017) or353








FIGURE 1. The color of perigone lobes and their wart patterns on the first day of flowering361
for Rafflesia gadutensis (A, C) and R. kemumu (B, D).  Red maroon perigone lobes are R.362
gadutensis (A) and dark orange lobes are R. kemumu (B). Large warts (lw) are surrounded by363
small warts (sw), which are often merged to form distinctive long rectangular shapes, on R.364
kemumu. Rafflesia gadutensis was photographed by the late Prof. Kamarudin Mat-Salleh of365
UKM at Bung Hatta Forest Garden, near Gadut area, West Sumatra. Photo B by S. Riki and366




















FIGURE 2. The upper surfaces of the diaphragm of Rafflesia gadutensis (A) and R. kemumu386
(B).  Light pinkish with red margin warts (w) are present on R. gadutensis. The warts are387
absent on R. kemumu. Concentric serries of  circular depressions with light orange colors are388
a distinctive feature for R. kemumu (d) (B). The windows of R. gadutensis (C) and R.389
kemumu (D).  Two concentric rings (cr) near the diaphragm of white blots that are often390
merged for R. gadutensis (C), and that are circular blots and distant to each other for R.391
kemumu (D).  Photos A and C were respectively provided by the late Prof. Kamarudin Mat-392




FIGURE 3. The distribution of toadstool ramenta on Rafflesia gadutensis (A) and R.396
kemumu (B).  Toadstool ramenta (tr) were only found on the inner surface of the diaphragm397
(d) in R. gadutensis (A), whereas they were found on the inner surface of the diaphragm (d)398
and the upper part of the perigone tube (pt) in R. kemumu (B).  The border between the399
perigone tube and diaphragm is marked by b. Photo A by the late Prof. Kamarudin Mat-400















FIGURE 4. The ramenta structures of Rafflesia kemumu and their distributions along the415
inner surface of the perigone tube. Ramenta types: simple broccoli-like (bs), branched416
broccoli-like (bb), regular broccoli-like (b), simple toadstool (st), and compound toadstool417
(ct1, ct2).  The photos show ramenta on cross-sections of the perigone tube: from base to mid418












FIGURE 5. The structure and arrangement of processes on the disc of Rafflesia gadutensis430
(I, C) and R. kemumu (B, D). The flat and truncate apices of the processes for R. gadutensis431
(C) and the slender, conical shaped processes with rounded apices for R. kemumu (D).432
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Kepada: satya1812@yahoo.com
Tanggal: Rabu, 5 Juli 2017 18.31 GMT+7
Dear Agus
I got your revised manuscript and the rebuttal letter. Thanks very much. I will send it out for review (one reviewer, not the
same as last time). This reviewer will judge together we me if you addressed to reviewer comments to our satisfaction
as well if you followed the author guidelines etc...
Kind regards
Stefan
Am 05.07.2017 um 05:15 schrieb Mr agus susatya:
Dear Dr. Stefan Wanke
I just upload my revised article on the new species of  Rafflesia kemumu and a response letter to reviewer B ( a
rebuttal letter) throught on line process of phytotaxa.   I am sorry for being little bit late due to further collect
information from new Rafflesia  to flower, which occured at past early june.
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Dari: Dr. Stefan Wanke (stefan.wanke@tu-dresden.de)
Kepada: satya1812@yahoo.com
Cc: Siti.Hidayati@mtsu.edu; dekiandriki3@gmail.com
Tanggal: Kamis, 5 Oktober 2017 23.04 GMT+7
megi agus - susatya:
We have reached a decision regarding your submission to Phytotaxa,
"Rafflesia kemumu, a new species of Rafflesia (Rafflesiaceae) from Northern
Bengkulu, Sumatra, Indonesia".
Kind regards
Our decision is to accept the ms with the modifications by the editor.
Beside a few typos, the holo and paratype were switched because of the
availability of characters.
Dr. Stefan Wanke
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Kepada: satya1812@yahoo.com; Siti.Hidayati@mtsu.edu
Cc: stefan.wanke@tu-dresden.de
Tanggal: Jumat, 27 Oktober 2017 11.19 GMT+7
Dear colleague,
I am pleased to inform that the following paper was published in Phytotaxa.
Phytotaxa 326 (3): 211–220
Rafflesia kemumu (Rafflesiaceae), a new species from Northern Bengkulu,
Sumatra, Indonesia
AGUS SUSATYA; SITI NUR HIDAYATI & SEPTIAN RIKI
(please note this info can be copied from pdf to save time)
You can download full text PDF for your personal use
(not for commercial use or open access).
http://www.mapress.com/file/e/pt00326p220.pdf
user name      magnolia
password      wu709fia
Please download it within 5 days. Please do not disclose the password to
others.
Thank you for publishing with Phytotaxa.
Phytotaxa editorial/production team
Managing Editor, Zhi-Qiang Zhang
http://mapress.com/j/pt
